
LAUSANNE 2020 KICKS OFF WITH
UNFORGETTABLE OPENING
CEREMONY!
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THE 3RD WINTER YOUTH OLYMPIC GAMES (YOG) GOT UNDERWAY WITH A
SPARKLING OPENING CEREMONY AT THE VAUDOISE ARENA ON 9 JANUARY
THAT WAS FULL OF SURPRISES, AS 8,000 SPECTATORS ENJOYED SEVEN
STORIES EMPHASISING THE OLYMPIC SPIRIT AND THE THEME OF “HOME”,
ALL PERFORMED IN SPECTACULAR STYLE BY LOCAL YOUNG PEOPLE.
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LAUSANNE 2020

From the beginning of the Opening

Ceremony, as fog gave way to a

winter world of traditional chalets,

spectators were welcomed “Home”

to the Olympic Capital and taken on

a poetic journey through the

different phases of an athlete’s

growth. The Olympic spirit was at

the heart of the choreography and

was personified by a number of

“spirits” dressed in white, helping

the athletes on their seven-stage

journey to excellence.
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The participants in the traditional athletes’ parade – consisting of the 79 flags of the 79

National Olympic Committees competing at Lausanne 2020 – were treated to a wall of

noise as they entered the stadium, with the biggest cheer reserved for the final flagbearer,

Switzerland’s Thibe Deseyn. At different points of the night, screens also panned over to

St Moritz, where the Ceremony was being streamed live and where the 225 athletes who

will be staying there took part in their own parade.
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https://www.olympic.org/-/media/Document%20Library/OlympicOrg/News/2020/01/Flag-Bearers.pdf


Recognisable Swiss athletes were part of the Ceremony throughout, with perhaps the

most stunning performance coming from figure skating world champion and Olympic

medallist Stéphane Lambiel. Skating to a live orchestra rendition of Vivaldi’s The Four

Seasons, Lambiel turned and pirouetted flawlessly before passing on the baton to a

young skater representing the next generation.
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https://www.olympic.org/stephane-lambiel


As well as sport, the Ceremony – which was broadcast live by the Olympic Channel –

celebrated Swiss culture and traditions, while also integrating the host country’s

innovative and creative ways. This was clear in the rendition of the Swiss national anthem,

as a band of alphorn players provided the backing music while two young singers sang

the vocals from up high on a distinctive gondola lift.
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https://www.olympicchannel.com/en/


We also saw a famous quote from the founder of the modern Olympic Movement, Pierre

de Coubertin, which represented an athlete’s struggles on the journey to success through

flying, before a more futuristic scene provided ballet dancers with a stage to innovate and

form the Olympic rings. The Olympic flag was then carried into the arena by four athletes

representing different generations – two Swiss Olympians and two Lausanne 2020

athletes – before being raised to the tune of the Olympic anthem, sung by a children’s

choir drawn from eight local schools.
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Enter Zakea Page. The artist and designer of the Lausanne 2020 medals, from New

Zealand, produced a street mural of his design using a hockey stick, before a flashmob

turned the choreography into the official Lausanne 2020 song, “Start Now”, performed by

young singers from Switzerland’s four linguistic regions.
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https://www.olympic.org/news/-start-now-the-official-lausanne-2020-song


IOC President Thomas Bach and Lausanne 2020 President Virginie Faivre soon took to

the stage to give their respective speeches, before handing over to Simonetta

Sommaruga, President of the Swiss Confederation, to declare the Games open, after

which the athletes’, judges’ and coaches’ oaths were taken.
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Spectators had been shown videos of the Torch Tour throughout the Ceremony, and the

one-day Torch Relay through Lausanne reached a crescendo as five athletes entered the

stadium and passed on the torch to one another, eventually passing it to an aerialist who

transported it to the Olympic cauldron.
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The cauldron was finally lit by ice dancer Gian Zehnder – the youngest member of the

112-strong Swiss delegation here at the YOG – in a fitting illustration of the Organising

Committee’s commitment to youth. The flame then became a sparkle and took the

audience on an immersive tour of the eight competition sites of Lausanne 2020, before

returning as a firework to light up the chalets in the final winter scene.
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Athletes, dancers and everybody’s favourite mascot, Yodli, suddenly filled the Vaudoise

Arena to bring a stunning Ceremony to a close and celebrate the start of Lausanne 2020.

Let the Winter Youth Olympic Games begin!
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